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Illinois Public Library AnnUal Reporta: Tethnical Processing

by
Susan Bonzi, Assis,tant Professor*

School of Information Studies'
Syracuse UniVersity
Syracuse; NY 13210

For the past several yea:-:ri the Illinois State' Library (ISL) 1,i8 .con-

tracted Wit.' the Library Res ,!arch Center (LRC) at the UniyerSity of Illinois

for statistical services. These services consist largely o the computer

input and analysis of several surveys, including yearly surveys of public,.

academic, special, and school 1:1raries, aiOng with one,or two one-time

studies: This technical teport describes the LRC's work with the major

survey processed for the ISL, the Illinois Public Library Annual Report.

EACh Of the 586 public libraries iii Illinois is required by law to file an

annual report with the ISL each yaar

-Preparation, Distribution, and Receipt _-(of_Ammual__Reports.

On the recommendation of the Illinois Library Association Public Library

Statistics COh.i-dittee, the annual report form is reviewed each year; initially

modelled after the Library General Information Survey (LIBGIS) form of the

National Center for Education Statistics; the annual report has gradually

evolved -into a briefer form tailored to meet the needs of the ISL and the

regional library systems in Illinois;

After the annual report form has been accepted by the ISL, the LRC

-arranges for it to be typeset and printed. The forms are sent from the ISL

to the public libraries througl . the eighteen state-funded multi-county 11-

-*At the time this paper was written, Ms; Bonzi was Assistant'Director, Library
Research Center, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, UniVer=

city of Illinois, Urbana; IL 61801;



brary yStems. In December of every.yeaTi- each public library in. IllihoiS

receives three copies of the-form: one working copy; one copy to:.be filed

with the library's local government, and one copy to be sent throtigh the

system to the ISL.

The completed annual reports are' returned to the 1St through the library

systems where they are -eviewed.by a member o.f ;Ole library system staff fc4

errors; inmrlete informa,tion, .and possIble ambiguities. Each system makes

two phote:.opies of the oriinal edited eturn one for the local library

and one foi the s)stem. The original is sent to the'/SL which mnT:cts another

phOtocor: I- its lf and forwards the original to the LRC for i-)roc.essing

In t I past , 1.1C has con ducted regional meetinl-s system per-

!-onnel to Pevie): prOblem areas of the annual ri.:ports, .e.;.; changes from

the preViens ferri and points on which there have been problems;

Since r:ost questions are repeted year after Year, and since most personnel

now wormy With annOal reports have done-so for several years; in 1982 only

one Meeting was held for all liew personnel and anyone else who xished to

attend: 4he also Sent a 1-i) -ck-t of editing guidelines to each _system

perSen'Whil haS,dealt With the annual reports. previously.

on. public libraries in Illinois is gathered not only through *

the annual reports but alS6 frciM the ISL. Befet'e the annual reports arc re-

ceived, tho. ISL provideS the LRC With public librarY's legal name; the

official census-pQpulation of the area i serves; the type of lihrav; ( ity;

county; dis:rict; etc.); the re;T:Iiiaq system to the library belongs,

_ 4

the library's tax r, te; and its ;'is"sessed valuatiOn. ThiS iirfoimation, along

with selected data elements from the annual reports; is phbliShed each year
A .

in the statistics I.'-sue of 111A/its Libraries.



All data from the ISL are input into one machine-readable database, and

73 data elements from the annual repopts are input into a separate database.

These databases are merged before the output programs and'analyses are run.

I

JISL Data Manipulation

'Data received from the ISL are input into disk fires with the aid of

an interactive computer program written in PASCAL and implemented on the

University of Illinois' CYBER 175. The program prompts the inputter with

the appropriate question, retrieves the response from the terminal input,

and stores it in the database. All data are stored in fixedfierd format;

a
in general, alphabetic data are stored in left-justified form, while numeric

data are stored in right justified form.' These restrictions are imposed so

that the data will be compatible with the Statistical Packa& for the Social

Sciences (SPSS), which is used for nearly all statistical analysis.

data are input by two different people into two separate machine-

readable databases; :Some input errors willAbe, made (ca. 6-10 per thousand

inputs); but the assumption is that two people will not bCoth inpUt the d8ta

incorrectly in exactly the same manner A comparison program checks eOch

--
data elemeut for a given library in one database against the same data element

for the same library. in the second database, thus detecting input discrepancies.

The comparison program is also written in PASCAL. Along with a preeeduro which
r.

Calls on' SORTMRG,a system utility Whi.ch sorts and /or merges fileS,Lit sorts

the databases, selects identification number maches:1;-etween'the two databases

(not all information is input into both files at-the same time),'and'Compares

information that has been input into both databases. Output from this com-

parison program id in the'fOrmof the record from each file where a discrepancy

has been found and ribinters which indicate exactly wher7 the discrepancy occurs.

Figure 1 shows a sample of output from this comparison program.



Fig. I. Example.of Output from Comparison Program to Identifying

Discrepancies Between TwoInputs of ISL Data

0090 16 DI SUB 182612759 .275 2(0509

0090 17 DI SUB 182612759 .275 24509

0190 16 VI NSU 490256936 .3394 '66116

0190 16 VI NSU 490265936 .3394 66116

0200 21 VJLIN- 10005047 .07 2122

0200 21 VI LON 10005047 .07 2122 =

0290 84 CI LEU 10780222 .23 t,'3616

0290. 84 CI LEU 10780333 .23 -3616

0300 45 CI DV 414415011 .1894 81293

0300 45 CI DUP 413315011 ,1894 81293

0390 16 VI SUB4 91325993 ,40 19811

0390 16 VI SUB' 91326995 .40 18911

0480 . 55 DI WES 18741426 .1228 1518

0480 66 DI UES 18641426 .1128 1518.

0490 22.01 DUP 99894102 .15 12659

0490 22 Vi DUP 99894102 .16 12659

0590 16 VI SUB 115752077 .15 -11155

0590 16 VI SUB ;115752077 .14 14155

0600 72 VI ILL 3569923 .40 890

0600 73 VI ILL ,3569923 .40 890-
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Corrections to;the database are made with a database editor; again

written in PASCAL
7

and like'the input program also interactive. The data-

base editor allows the human editorto.correqt entries without haVing to knOW

the structure of the database. The human simply reacts to queries about

Whith library's entry needs updating; the-response (data elementY that needs

updating; and t e;correct value. The database editor automatically searches

for the correct library entry; finds the field where the 'response ia_lotated,

and makes the desired correction. No further human intervention is required.

TWo versions of the database editor are now in use; one'fOr ISL data

corrections and one for annual report corrections: The editor which is used

to correct errors in input of information received from the ISL consists

two separate programs. One program handles the interactive system and stores

the user's responses in a local data file. The second program performs the

actual updates in the database;

Information received from the ISL-is such that only an identification num-

ber need be added to each library's data; and if the library serves residents

'in More than.one county; two calculations need to be made. Annual report in-

foriiiatiOn; hoWeNer; requires much more extensive work before input can begin;

Arinual.Report Data Manipulation

The annual.reports are received over a period of approximately five

months. As they are rec-cived by the LRC, they are first checked in and

assigned standard identification numbers which'allowsorting alphabetically

by the name of the library. ..

The annual reports then go tm,..one- d,itor whe

checks for inconsistencies; assigns codes, and performs calculations on the

number of hours open per day and on library staff information (number of staff

in each of eight categorieS and fUll-time equivalent staff in each of three



categories). A second editOr reviews for inconsistencies; checks the first

editor's calculations, and scans the report for any information which may

warrant a footnote.

4
When question4 arise during editing of a library's annual report or

en comparisons with the previous year's data indicate a discrepancy; the

system to which that library belongs is contacted; The system then secures

the answer fr.= the library; amends its own' copy of the annual report; ,if

necessary; and sends the information to the LRC; A, log is kept of all ques-

tions sent to systems; this identifies problem areas in the annual report

form; in eachof the 1 st two years (1981 and 1982); 11% of the reports

needed to be clarified throu contact with the systems;

After editing is completed; all quantitativ,edata from each annual
A

report are entered into computer files; again by two people. The input

prokram is interactive; written in PASCAL; and queries the inputter for
4W

each response; Figure 2 shows part of the input program. The -program

contains several features which aid the inputter; IL the inputtermakes e

mistake and realizes it after hitting the return key, he or she can back up

to the mistake and re-input the data from that point on `to the end of the

program; Also; since a series of blank lines or -the repetition of some

character (e.g.; zero) occurs fairly regularly in these reports; another

useful feature is an option to skip variable numbers of responses and enter

-

any one character into ,each'response skipped. ACcidental termination of the

program_is protected by a series of checks'.

A ,somewhat more sophisticated program is needed for comparison of theme

annual report information than for comparison of the ISL-supplied informa-
Z

tion. Whereas the information received from the ISL consists of only 8 data

elements', 73 are input from each annual report form. It is easy to remember

6
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Fig. 2. Example of the Input PTOgraM for E.fftering Annual
Report Data into a Computer File

1982 ILLINOIS PUBLIC LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORTS
LIBRARY ID NUMBER ? 0820

LIBRARIANS NAME ? Nancy J. Blilck

7.POPULATION ? 3445

8.MONDAY ? X

HOIJ MANY RESPONSES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SKIP (INCLUSIVE)?

?

WHAT VALUE OD YOU WISH SPECIFIED/?

? 0

9.NUM.DF BRANCHES 1

10.NUM OF BOOKMOBILES ? 0

11.yuri OF RESIDENT CARDS ? 1100

12A.FAMILY NUMBER ? 92

12B.FAMILY LIBRARY fEE ? 8.00

12C.FAMILY SYSTEM FEE ? 15.00

13A.INDIVIDUAL NUMBER ? 0

138:INUIVIDUAL LIBRARY FEE ? 8.00

13C.INDIVIDUAL-SYSTEM FEE ? 15.00

14A.STUDENT NUMBER ? 6

14B.STUDENT LIBRARY FEE ? 3.00

14C.STUDENT SYSTEM FEE ? 15.00

15A.OTHER NUMBER
158.0THER LIBRARY FEE
15C:OTHER SYSTEM FEE
16C.BOOKS ADDED ? 233

16D.BOOKS HELD ? 6729

17C.FILMS ADDED1' ? 0

17D.FILMS HELD ? 0

18C.RECORDING DED ? 0

18D.RECORDING ELD ? 93

19.PERIODICA1S RECEIVED ? 56

20.PERIODICALS HELD ? 34 .

21.ADULT-IOANS ? &

20.PERIODICALS HELD '? 35

21.ADULT LOANS ? 14066

22.JUVY LOANS
23. TOTAL LOANS ? 14066
24.LOCAL GOVERNMENT FUNDS ? 14080

25A.STATE 'PER CAPITA GRANTS:? &

24.LOCAL, GOVERNMENT FUNDS ? 14860

25A.STATE PER.CAPITA ,GRANTS ? 1646

25B.STATE EDUILIZATION AID ? 1577

25C.CORPGRATE REPLACE TAX ? X

HOU MANY RESPONSES ZULU YOU LIKE TO SKIP.(INCLOSIVE)?
5

WHAT VALUE DO YOTVISH SPECIFIED
? 0 -

27.0THER RECEIPTS ? 1390

28.TOTAL RECEIPTS .?-19473
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the response numbers of 8 elements; and nearly; if not totally; impossible

to remember the response numbers of 73 elements. Therefore, the oomparison

program for.the annual report data"generates four pieces of information for

each discrepancy it encounters: the library identification code ; ,the ques

tion number;
.

the value:input intoone datat)ase; and the differing value input

into the second database; Figure 3 5hoWs a sample of the output of this:

comparison program; Again; the comparison Program; along with its procedure

file; sorts the two databases to be compared; selects matches; and only

Performs comparisons on libraries which have been input into both databases;

Additional features in this comparison program include a message whic1):speci-
_,

fies when a duplicAte input has been found and on which datAase it resides;

' and a list of _all nonmatching library identification codes which indicates

;4

if any annual reports were accidentally omitted from either database, The'

list of nonmatcbing codes also helps to identify incorrectly input identifica-

tion codes.

The database editor for annual report information issimilar to the

editor for information received from the ISL. One additional feature of this

editor shows both the original input and the correction.: See Figure 4 for

a sample of the annual, report database editor output. The comput'er program

for this editor; however; is quite different from-that of the editor pre-

viousIy described.. The program loads a table; which describes the structure

of the database; into the central memory of the computer. The program is

then-"tabIe driven." It prompts and'retrieves the library identification

number; the respohse number which requires correction, and the correct-value.

The program then uses the table to locate the correct field in the database

and makes the Cor(istton.

010

8



Fig 3: Example of Output from Comparison Program Identifying:Disprepancies
Between Two Inputs of Annual Report Responses

***$4 IPLAR'132 SURVEY DATABASE COMPARISON PROGRAM ****4

**********

THE LIBCODE IS: 0110
RESPONSE NUMBER: 33
VALUE DATA BASE ONE:
VALUE DATA BASE TWO:

15

14

**********
*****I****

THE LIBCODE IS: 0150
RESPONSE NUMBER: 2

VALUE DATA BASE ONE: 1645
VALUE DATA BASE TWO: 1655
****1-*****

st*******-
THE LIBCODE IS: 0200
RESPONSE NUMBER: '2
VALUE DATA BASE ONE: 2210
VALUE DATA BASE TWO: 2200
*t*.i.1-***

4-4t.ii****

THE LIBCODE IS:-0250
RESPONSE NUMBER: 2

VALUE. DATA BOSE ONE.: 2370
'VALUE DATA BASE TWO 1370
*t**tt***
* * **

THE LIBCODE IS: 0290
RESPONSE-NUMBER: 1

VALUE DATA BASE ONE Shirly Marshall
VALUE DATA BASE TWO: Shirley Mtl:Shall
t*******#
**sxtt****
THE LIBCODE IS: 0380
RESPONSE NUMBER: 52
VALUE DATA BASE ONE: 22550
VALUE DATA BASE TWO: 22500
*****t****
rtim****
THE LIBCODE IS: 0500
RESPONSE NUMBER: 4

VALUE DATA BASE ONE 13.-0

VALUE DATA BASE TWO: 12:0
**##4#4.0##

x*t*t**t**

THE L-IBCODE IS 0630
RESPONSE NUMBER: 50
VALUE DATA BASE ONE: 665
VALLIE,AATA BASE TWO: 655
*4-****4-***
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Fig. 4. Sample Output of the -Annual Report Data i3ase Erlitor

444'4* IPLAR82 SURVEY DATA BASE EDITOR
LIBCODE ? 0110
RESPONSE NUMBER ?.33

-CORRECT VALUE ? 15
1,3t,k* THE UPDATE IS COMPLETE s*:**

THE INCORRECT VALUE IS: 14

THE CORRECT VALUE IS: 15

42**1- READY FOR NEXT UPDATE x****_

LIBCODE ? 0150 --
RESPONSE NUMBER ?2
CORRECT VALUE: ? 1645
44,43* THE UPDATE IS COMPLETE x****
THE INCORRECT VALUE IS: 1655
THE CORRECT VALUE IS: 1645
*4.** READY FOR NEXT UPIJATE 44**

LIBCODE ? 0200
RESPONSE NUMBER ? 2
CORRECT VALUE ? 2210
J-1-,tt:t THE UPDATE IS COMPLETE ****4-
THE INCORRECT VALUE IS: 2200

THE CORRECT VALUE IS: '2210
***** READY FOR NEXT UPDATE 1,****

LIBCODE ? 0250
RESPONSE NUMBER ? 2

CORRECT VALUE ? 1320
*** THE UPDATE IS COMPLETE ** x#4

THE INCORRECT VALUE IS: 1370'

THE CORRECT VALUE IS: 13:0
t*r READY FOR NEXT UPDATE .t

LIBCODE ? 0290
'RESPONSE 'NUMBER ? 1

CORRECT VALUE ? Shirley Marshall-
.. ***r* THE-UPDATE I'S COMPLETE *****

THE INCORRECT VALUE IS: Shiny Har.shall
THE CORRECT VALUE IS: Shirley-Marshall
**** READY FOR NEXT UPDATE 4f***

"LIBCODE ? 0380
RESPONSE NUMBER ? 52 '=

CORRECT VALUE ? 22550
*.rpx* THE UPDATE IS COMPLETE x****
THE INCORRECT VALUE IS: 22500
THE CORRECT VALUE IS: 22550
**T** READY FOR NEXT UPDATE *****

71

10



Alter the databases have been edited for input errors; several other

comparisons are made; The program for these comparisons; written in PL/I,

conqins four options. The first two options compaTe.the present year's

name of the library; the head librarian's name; the county; the regional

system; the type of library; and the population served with the'pre

vious \sL r's information; In some instances; discrepancies are due to actual

changes from year to year. In most cases; however; the discrepancie: are

co slight variations in the recording of names or actual errors in transcrip

tion. The policy has been to keep all names exactly as previously recorded;

unles:- of course there is a personnel change; Editin& of errors from these

is made with the database editor previously described;

A third comparison option adds all library receipts; expendituresi and

hilt and juvenile transactions: It then compares these totals:with the

totals also input from the annual reports; If a difference of $1 is found

in expenditures or receipts; no correction is made to the data since this is

usually a rouncling error; k difference of more than $1 is brought to the

attention of system personnel; who then contact the public library in which

the discrepancy was found. The database is revised when the correct informa

tion is received from the library.

The fourth option has been implemented in two ways in the past. The itat

version compared most numeric data elements in each library's annual report

1;,:it_h its previous year's report in order to detect at least major input errors.

An arbitrarily chosen difference of 40% was used as an acceptable level of

chAn6e from one year to the next. During the implementation of the program

in 1980; over 1;000 changes greater than 40% were Output by the program. Each

change was verified for accuracy on the present year's report, and no errors

were detected. This gave us good evidence that first, fairly large changes



in d library's finances-and holdings were feasible, and second; this option

seemed to be of very little worth in checking'f()r accuracy of data. The

decision was made to use the program one more year, this time specifying the

acceptable differences betWlen the two years' data (from IO% difference to

200% difference); An addition to the program gave not only the library

identification code, data element, previous year's figure and present year's

figure, as had the previous version, but also the actual percentage differ-

ence perceived; Lt might not be necessary to check, for example; a 25%

difference when 20% was specified; All large changes were checke ; and again;

no errors were detected; Therefore, this option has been deleted from the

battery of comparison tests;

Publication cf Data

After all annual reports have been received and all data have been

input and verified for accuracy, a final program generates the information

elements for each library in a previously established format. In addition

to the name of the library, it provides the head librarian's name and the

system to which the library belongs. The program also cumulates several of

the data elements, e.g., population, transactions, and operating expenditures,

and generates '_he totals for the entire state. The printed output is sent

to the ISL for typesetting and production in the November issue of IllinoiS

Libraries.

In addition to the production of information for publication in Illinois

Libraries, -each year the LRC also produces the Analyses of the Illinois Public

Library Statistics. These analyses include sixteen ratios and percentages

derived from the annual report data, such as transactions per hour open,

percent of total staff which hcild degrees in librarianship, and assessed
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valuation per capita. These .ratios and percentages are recorded for each

library, and their arithmetic average; high- and .quartile values are

-

shown for all libraries in oech regional library system and in each of six

population groups; as well as for all libraries in the state. In addition,

the average, high, loW, and quartile Values' are given for'16 of the 19 data

elements published in Illinois LibrarieSiagait for all libraries in each

system and in each population group, and for all ribtatie in the State.

The Analyses is produced at the...University of Illinois. The computer

program which performs the calculations and generates the data is Written

in PL/I. Output is generated in camera-ready copy on a typewriter-qdality

printing computer terminal. For each of the past four years the UniVetSity'S

Office of Printing Servi_ces has-produced 1,200 copies which are then distri-

buted by the ISL. The 1981-82 Analyses includes 22 computer-generated graphs

produced with ITekttonix's Easy Graphing'. These graphics illustrate some of

the more striking differenceS among population-groups and systems.

Other Reports

Special reports and other analyses of public library data ate available

upon request to and with permission of the ISL. In addition,ISL personnel

ask for some analyses each year, -eg;, data arranged by county; The staff

of the LRC alSO Make use of the data to write special reports which are

published in the Illinois Library Statistic-al Report series; Some requests

for informatiOn require the 'implementation of a computer program; generally

written in PL/I becaUSe Of formatting specifications, but most requests are

filled through the use of SPSS.
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Data Stora&e

Data are initially input and: stored on computer disk on the CYBER 175.

A copy is sent,to the IBM 4341 for manipulation by the PL/I programs when

they are-run. EventUally, though; all data and prograls used to generate

data are stored on magnetiC tapes. The tdpe -Storage serves as an archive

Since disk copies are alSo kept on the CYBER 17$.

Costs

Many factors enter into the costs involved in producing information for

the Becduse of improVements which have been made in programs, in the

equipment available, and in the quality of the staff, the costs which are

reported here are probably considerably different from thoSe WhiCh would be

incurred hy another installatiOn.

The data received from the State Library on each public library are

assigned library identificatibn numbers (two hours at $4.50 per hour) and

require certain manual toMpUtations (two hours of a graduate assistant at

$750 per hour). Input into a: computer file takes 7 hours per input at $4:50

per hour. The comparison program costs about $2 per run, and three runs are

generally needed before the file is clean. ;The file editor to correct the

input errors costs $1 per file and is generally run three times on each file;

Staff time to correct the errors takS about two hours- of a graduate aSSia-
'

tent at $7.50 per hour The total cost for this phase is thus $114.

Editing of the annual reports averages approximately 3 minutes pet;

report for each editor: At $4.50 per hour for the first editor (an ekpeti.'

enced undergraduate student worker) and $6.50 per hour for the second e'ditOr

(a graduate assistant), the average cost of editing each annual report6iS

about S0:55.
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Questions which must be sent through the library systems generally take

verb little title; Long distance telephone calls using a WATS line cost only

$0.08 per minute; and most calls take less than 3 minutes to make; Based on

64 calls in 1981 and 62 in 1982; the total cost of clearing up questions with

system personnel is about $40 per fear; including staff time;

Input of the data from the annual reports is quite inexpensive. Experi-

enced student workers can input about 15 annual reports per hour; providing

the computer is running well. At $2 per hour computer time and $4.50 per hour

(student worker) staff time; the cost is $0.43 for one input and $0.86 for

double input.

Clean-up. of files using the comparison program varies with the size of

the file; Initially; both the comparison prpgrams and the file editing pro-

graulareveryinelTensisodoes-the
coat of running the pi grams. With one third of the file input, cost of the

comparison program is about. $1, including print charges; with the entire-

file piput, the cost is approximately $2.85. For 25corrections to be made,

the file editor costs about $0.90 to run on both files, and staff time is

about $2.50, with one th41rof the file input. Cost of the file editor is

about $1.25 when the: entire file has been input, and staff time remains

essentially the same.

The.cost figures quoted above are somewhat misleading because although

they are accurate for individual tasks, they do not account for the time

spent in logging onto the computer, waiting if the computer is slow, collect-
.

ing materials to begin a task, asking questions, answering them, coffee breaks,

And the like. Under ideal conditions, i.e., the computer working perfectly,

humans working steadily with not even a glance at the clock, costs would prob-

ably be doubled. Under normal conditions, actual costs are even greater.



Programming' costs are very difficult to assess because the programmer.

has rarely kept an accurate count 04 hours spent in developing and refining

specified programs. The programmer often works on more than one project at

time, for example, revision of an output program for one project and the

creation of a file editor for another; Costs fo4 programming haie risen con-

siderably in the past, mainly because of developments in new types of programs

which save the time of other personnel in the LRC. An increased initial ex-

penditure iS obviously worthwhile if the result is a decrease in future expen-

ditures. FOr example, the new comparison and file editing programs took many
4

hour§ to deVelep, but the savings in staff time have been quite substantial;

Previous comparison prbgrams simply printed lines on which there were dis-

crepancies and highlighted the disagseementS? The human editor had to,figure

out where the discrepancies occurred on the survey form; find whichinput. was

correct, and then enter the -incorrect file; find the.Iine with the incorrect

-
figure, and correct the line cThe newer omparison program, which was des-

Cribed above, saves a great deal of staff time; A file which once took 30

minutes to correct can now be corrected in 5 to 10 minutes.

Actual Costs incurred in 1982 in the revision of programs supporting the/
project descrlbed. here can be estimated; mainly because anew pfogrammer

worked almost exclusively on this project during the first three months of

his appointment. No revision was necessary for rout program, comparison

program, or file editor for the ISL data; Because -there are so few data

telements and because they are in the sameformat as the previous year's

data, the same programs were used; Revision of the snnual report input

program was minimal; since the 1983 form is very much like Last year's.

Both the comparison program and file editor for annual rep-ort data. entailed

the writing of new programs, but since similar programs had been recently

16
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developed for another project; preparation of programs'designed for the

annual report was neither difficultnor time-nonsuming In all; the revision

and testing of these programs took about three weeksrof the programmer's

time. At $6 per hour and 20 hours per week; cost of revision for this set

of programs was about $360.

Revision of the program which produces information to be published in

Illinois Libraries took longer than expected in 1982 because Of-an unfortunate

decision to store data in lines longer than 80 characters. Since the data' for

the output program must be sent across a tieline,which cannot handle lines

longer than 80 characters, additional time was needed to circumvent this

problem: Approximately 95 hcuras of programming time were needed to revise

this output program; at $6 per hour, the total cost was approximately $570.

In addition, the cost of running the program is about $5 per run; Since

,several runs had to be made before acceptable output was produced, total cbst

for running the program was about $50. The final print sent to the ISL is

done on special paper and in three copies; for a direct cost of approximately

$13.

Production of the data for the 1981/82 Analyses_ -of the Illinois Public

Library Statistics also took longLr than expected; not only because of the

problem mentioned above but also becauseof some inaccuracies in the previous

year's program. Approximately 105 hours of programming time .were involved,

for a cost of $630. Also included in the cost of producing the Analyses are

the running of the program ($15 for each of about 10 runs) and one print

clorge of about $3. Since, this final print is done on a 30 character per

second typewriter- quality printing terminal, someone must be-with the terMi=

nal to make sure. that nothAng goes wrong. It generally takes 1 of five

hours to print the tables; so at $4 per hour for a Student worP. ime, the

totaI'Iabor cost of final printing is about.$20.
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Graphics for the Analyses cost about $205. This includes $2.25. per

/graph,in final print charges ($49.50' total for 22 graphs), $120 in Student

worker's time to gather the statistical data and develop the graphs, and

about $35 of computer time to'producethe'graphs.-

The University's Office of Printing Services has printed and bound the

Statistical Analyses for each of the past four years. The estimate for print-

ing of 1200 copies of the 1981/82 edition is $2,300.

.In summary, the total of the unit costs for processing the 1982 Illinois

Public Library Annual Reports is over $5000. But these unit costs are the

minimum which can be expected in an operation like thiS. (They do not reflect

actual operating conditions which include training new stu ent assistants,

,

errors resulting from misunderstood directions or fatigue of perators, loss

of input when the computer goes down, and other such facts of life. Nor do

these minimum or optimum unit costs include the time of supervisors, let alone

the indirect costs mandated by the University. They do reflett the fact that

. the Research Center has sufficient volume of business to employ three half-

time graduate research absistantsi.four one-third time undergraduate student

assistants, a one-half time graduate student programmer, and clerical assis-

tants. The actual budgeted cost for processing the 1981/82 IPLARS and for

producing the Analyses of the Illinois ry was $17,850,

not including the University's indirect cost surcharge;

Many factors enter into the-processing of the Illinois Pudic Library

Annual Reports. Experience has shown that the two factors most important

to the success of the operation stem from affiliation with the University

of Illinois. The computer facriliies available are quite extensive; two

computers (CYBER and IBM) support a wide variety of programming languages

graphic0 packages, system utilities, and statistical analysis packages;



More important is the ability to find very competent peopleintelligent:and

.indUstrious student°Workers; able computer programmers; and graduate assis-

tants with both knowledge and exporience'in:the library field;

2i
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